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Goals of this Research Study

- **Goal:** To investigate the feasibility of computerized cognitive interventions for PWD
- **Goal 2:** To document the outcomes of using spaced retrieval training for teaching facts and procedures to PWD, both during training and after training ceases
- **Goal 3:** To identify challenges in doing this research
Research Questions

Feasibility

- Can persons with mild and moderate dementia use a computer to play computer games?

Treatment Outcomes

- Can PWD successfully learn and retain face name associations and motor procedures using computer-assisted spaced retrieval training (SRT)?

How many training sessions does it take to achieve a pre-set learning criterion for training facts and procedures?

Are learned facts and procedures retained 6 weeks after criterion is met with no further training?
Method

**Screening:** Interview, MMSE, Geriatric Depression Scale–Short Form (GDS–SF), Hachinski Ischemia Score, Audiometric Hearing Screening, Vision Screening, Reading Comprehension Screening

**Comprehensive Assessment:** Global Deterioration Scale (GDS), Mattis Dementia Rating Scale (DRS–2), Rivermead Behavioral Memory Test (RBMT–2)

**Spaced Retrieval Training Screening:** To determine candidacy for using SRT as an intervention (Brush & Camp, 2002)
Study Design

- **Pre-Training Phase**
  **Goal:** To increase familiarity with computers prior to training.

- **Face Name Association Training**
  **Goals:**
  To learn and retain first and last name of an unfamiliar (never met/known) and previously familiar (but could not be named) person.

- **Procedure Training**
  **Goal:** To learn and independently carry out or demonstrate a multi-step, novel, motor procedure.
Study Participants

- Gender: 8M, 26F  Age Range: 79–91 years  Education: 8–19 years
- Ethnicity: 1 biracial, 2 Asian, 17 Caucasian
- Computer exposure: 14 –none, 2–some, 4–high
- 17 participants met NINCDS–ADRDA criteria for AD; 3 met the NINDS–AIREN criteria for vascular dementia (VaD).
- 16/20 had neuropsychological testing supporting dementia diagnosis; 14 were on Aricept or other ACE inhibitor

Cognitive Status
- MMSE Scores: Between 10 and 30
- Global Deterioration Scale: Ratings of 3, 4, and 5
- RBMT Standardized Profile Score: Mild to moderate memory impairment
- Mattis Age– and Education–Corrected Mental Status Scores: Mild to moderately severe cognitive impairment
The Aha Findings!

- CACIs were feasible for PWD including the majority of our participants with limited or no exposure to computers.
  - Feasibility was documented for playing games and for training specific information and procedures.

- Overall response to SRT for teaching faces/names and procedures was robust – computer–assisted SRT worked for a majority of our participants within a reasonable amount of time.

- PWD can and most definitely do learn and retain new information and skills. Many participants generalize learned information and procedures to situations outside of training sessions.
Surprises

- No difference in the number of sessions it took to learn novel and familiar faces and names, nor in post-treatment retention.
  - At times, familiar face/name was harder to learn, e.g., Sarah Johnson versus Theresa DelCarpio
- Nature of learning criterion (how stringent) may be more important in determining learning outcomes than type of material learned.
- PWD routinely made statements revealing the perceived value of participating in one-on-one interventions.
  - “Did you see that – I beat the computer at scrabble!!”
- Participants with VaD (vs. AD) responded less consistently to SRT and to CACIs and generally had worse outcomes.
Challenges

Recruitment
- High attrition due to illness/injury/change in cognitive status
- Difficulty enrolling diverse clients due to language barriers
- Therapeutic nihilism widely prevalent regarding interventions designed for PWD to use technology

Methodology Issues
- Learning criterion likely too stringent for persons with moderate dementia
- Greater weekly session frequency for moderate dementia patients may have made significant differences to learning outcomes.
- Learning and retention was documented tightly in this study; generalization assessed more loosely.
Where do we go from here?

Complete analyses on factors that predict learning outcomes in response to CACIs

Investigate CACIs for staff and caregiver training to support indirect interventions

Document the effect of treatment dosage (frequency of weekly training sessions) on learning outcomes of PWD

Document response of clients with VaD to CACIs
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